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Abstract. The irregularity or ”roughness” of medical images is quantified by means
of fractal dimension D. For medical images diagnostically important information of-
ten lies in the texture. In this paper we describe the application of the intensity differ-
ence scaling method for assessment of the fractal dimension D in the irregular regions
of interest (irregular ROI-s). Near boundary between different tissues or structures
the values of fractal dimensions changed significantly. It is difficult to fit entire reg-
ular region of interest within the examined organ with simultaneous inclusion of the
relevant fragment, and at the same time to avoid the influence of boundaries.

1 Introduction

Fractals, a concept of the last decades have been successfully applied in many ar-
eas of science and technology. One of the most prominent applications is fractal
analysis in medicine, especially in modelling of tissues and organs constitution,
analysis of different kinds of images and time sequences [13, 16]. Medical images
can be treated as surfaces with the intensity at each pixel. For radiological, magnetic
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Fig. 1 Synthetic fractal textures with fractal dimension D = 2.10 and 2.80. These surfaces
were generated by means of Matlab function synth2, that is a part of FracLab, a Fractal
Analysis Software (www.scilab.org).

resonance or ultrasonic images the grey levels estimate the intensity. For different
surfaces the values of the fractal dimension are in the range between 2 and 3. The
smooth surface is characterized by fractal dimension of about 2; the rougher sur-
faces have higher fractal dimensions. The fractal dimension may be used as an index
of heterogeneity (Fig. 1). Generally, fractals are the sets for which the Hausdorff–
Besicovitch dimension, or the fractal dimension D are greater than topological
dimension. The fractal dimension may be calculated in many ways since Hausdorff–
Besicovitch’s definition is too complicated for practical estimation [9, 2]. Hausdorff
definition is a mathematical foundation of various methods of the fractal dimension
estimating. Thus, according to various algorithms, there are various kinds of fractal
dimension. Thus we can use various algorithms to assess the fractal dimension of
medical images. For all the methods, the relationship between selected parameters
is governed by a power-law:

M(ε) = C · εexponent , (1)

where M(ε) is a result of measurements, ε is a scale, C — is a constant, exponent
— there is a direct relationship between the exponent and the value of the fractal di-
mension. Among the algorithms for the calculation of fractal dimension of surfaces
are:

• rectangular prism surface area method [4];
• triangular prism surface area method [7];
• power spectral density method [8];
• methods based on mathematical morphology: flat structuring element method

[10], and cover blanket method [11];
• dispersion analysis [1];
• variogram analysis [3];
• intensity difference scaling method [5];
• box dimension [6].
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These methods were applied in the analysis of various kinds of medical images
[12, 13, 14]. In all the cases the studies were performed in regular regions of in-
terest (regular ROI-s) — mostly square regions. Calculation of fractal dimension in
irregular regions of interest was described two times in the literature [17, 18]. We
showed that in the case of the lung scintigrams, D = 2.23 in the region containing
the boundary of the organ and D = 2.59 within the organ. In order to avoid the in-
fluence of the boundaries, and other structures it would be proper to calculate the
fractal dimensions in irregular ROI-s. The aim of this study was to show the validity
of assessment of fractal dimension in irregular regions of interest, where D can be
calculated by means of the intensity difference scaling method.

2 Practical Assessment of Fractal Dimension

In this chapter three methods of calculations of fractal dimension are presented: rect-
angular prism surface area method (”skyscraper method”), triangular prism surface
area method, and intensity difference scaling method.

2.1 Rectangular Prism Surface Area Method — “Skyscraper
Method”

Medical images can be treated as surfaces with the intensity I(x,y) at each point
(x,y). For nuclear medicine images, the intensity is a number of counts of gamma
radiation quantum, whereas for radiological or ultrasonic images the gray levels
estimate the intensity. Fig. 2a shows this idea of the ”skyscraper” model of medi-
cal image [4]. For each element of image matrix (x,y) there is a rectangular prism
ε · ε · I(x,y), where ε is the length of pixels creating a single element of image ma-
trix. Assuming ε = 1 is more convenient for our calculation. The area S(ε) of such
”skyscraper” surface is expressed by the sum of the areas of the roofs plus the sum
of the exposed walls of the rectangular prisms:

S(ε) =∑
x,y

ε2 +∑
x,y

ε[|I(x,y)− I(x + 1,y)|+ |I(x,y)− I(x,y + 1)|] (2)

S(ε) was calculated for ε = 1. Afterwards the numbers of counts were averaged
for adjacent four elements of the image matrix (ε = 2) to form a new image matrix
and S(ε) was computed. Repeating this averaging process we calculated S(ε) for
ε = 4,8,16 and so on. The matrix of the investigated image must be square. The
empirical relationship between S(ε) and ε is:

S(ε) = C · ε2−D, (3)

where C is a constant, D is the fractal dimension. Values of D can be obtained using
least-squares linear regression to estimate the slope of line of S(ε) versus ε in ln-ln
scale.
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Fig. 2 a) The ”skyscraper” model of medical image, b) Creation of triangular prism, c) 3×3
image. There are 5 possible scales. The total number of pixel pairs for these scales is 38.

2.2 Triangular Prism Surface Area Method

The idea of triangular prism surface area method is presented on Fig. 2b. Let a,b,c
and d represent the number of counts in four adjacent pixels, e is the mean, e =
(a + b + c + d)/4. The area of surface S(ε) is the sum of areas of triangles DCE ,
DAE , ABE and CBE [7]. We calculate the S(ε) for all image. By repeating this for
different size of squares, the relationship (3) between the total area and the spacing
of squares is used to estimate the fractal dimension. Here the image matrix must
have the shape of a square.

2.3 Intensity Difference Scaling Method

For given M×M image the multi-scale intensity difference vector IDV is defined as
follows [5]:

MIDV = [id(1), id(2), id(3), . . . , id(smax)], (4)

where smax is the maximum possible scale, id(s) is the average of the absolute
intensity difference of all pixel pairs with scale s.
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cd(s) =
1
Ns

M−1

∑
x1=0

M−1

∑
y1=0

M−1

∑
x2=0

M−1

∑
y2=0
|I(x2,y2)− I(x1,y1)|, (5)

where I(x1,y1) and I(x2,y2) are two pixels in the image with intensity values be-
tween 0 and 255; NS is the number of pixel pairs for scale s, scale s (distance be-
tween two pixels):

s =
√

(x2− x1)2− (y2− y1)2 (6)

Fig. 2c shows 3×3 image. There are 5 possible scales, 5 possible distances between
pixels. The total number of pixel pairs analyzed for these scales is 36. For 27× 27
images the number of all scales is 314, for 63×63 images the number of all scales
is 1529, and the total number of pixel pairs analyzed for these scales is 31505922.
To reduce the number of elements of MIDV vector, normalized NMIDV vector was
used in which only integer scales occurred. Non-integer scales were not lost. For
example, information from scales:

√
5,
√

8, (2.2361,2.8284) was included in scale
2. For fractal surfaces the relationship between MIDV and scale s is governed by a
power-law:

MIDV = C · s3−D (7)

3 Irregular Regions of Interest

By means of the intensity difference scaling method we could assess the values of
fractal dimension in irregular ROI-s, which is impossible by means of other algo-
rithms. Fig. 3a shows the 5× 5 image with 25 pixels and 14 possible scales. The
total number of pixel pairs analyzed for these scales is 300. Fig. 3b illustrates man-
ually drawn irregular region of interest R with 11 pixels and 9 possible scales. In
calculation only pixels belonging to regions R were used.

Fig. 3 a) 5×5 image. There are 14 possible scales. The total number of pixel pairs analyzed
for these scales is 300. b) Manually drawn irregular region of interest with 11 pixels and 9
possible scales.
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Fig. 4 a) Original MR images (the arrow shows the tumor), b) Transformed images in which
the value of each pixel is the fractal dimension

4 Experiments – Intensity Difference Scaling Method

Program for fractal analysis was written in Visual Basic (Microsoft .NET Frame-
work 3.5).

4.1 Magnetic Resonance Image

Magnetic resonance (MR) image of the brain was obtained using 1.5T MR scanner
(Picker Edge Eclipse) with standard circulatory polarized head coil. We calculated
fractal dimension over the whole 512× 512 image in each pixel by calculating the
dimension of a 9× 9 pixel block centered on that pixel. In the obtained images
the value of each pixel was the fractal dimension. Fig. 4a illustrates an original
512×512 image (the arrow shows the tumour). Fig. 4b shows transformed image in
which the value of each pixel is the fractal dimension. The tumour is more obvious.
The edges of other structures were enhancement too.

By means of the fractal analysis we can detect and enhance edges in the ana-
lyzed image, which may a diagnostic significance. Near boundary between different
tissues or structures the values of fractal dimensions changed significantly, which
enables edge enhancement.

4.2 Pantomogram (Panoramic Radiograph)

Pantomogram is a panoramic radiographic record obtained by a pantomograph. It
shows maxillary and mandibular dental arches and their associate structures. Panto-
mograms were digitized with an Umax Alpha Vista II scanner (LaserSoft Imaging
Inc., USA), interfaced through a scan software program (SilverFast Applications)
to a computer. Fig. 5a shows the pantomogram with two marked regular regions.
Figures 5b and 5c show the regular regions of interest from Fig. 5a. Inside of these
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Fig. 5 a) Panoramic radiograph with marked two regular regions, b, c) Regular regions with
marked irregular ROI-s

Table 1 Results of fractal analysis in irregular regions of interest (Fig. 5b and Fig. 5c)

Irregular Regions Fractal dimension D Number of scales Number of pixel pairs

A 2.461 1891 2377290
B 2.848 4005 8110378
C 2.313 3160 4286846
D 2.777 6903 7689081

regions irregular ROI-s A, B, C and D were marked. Table 1 shows the results of
fractal analysis in the irregular regions. When the irregular ROI contain the bound-
aries and fragment of the teeth the value of fractal dimension is relatively low.

4.3 Dental Radiovisiographic Image

The study was based on the analysis of radiovisiogram of patient treated with pros-
thetic implants in a private dental practice due to a missing tooth. In the patient,
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Table 2 Results of fractal analysis in irregular regions of interest (Fig. 6)

Irregular Regions Fractal dimension D Number of scales Number of pixel pairs

A 2.306 7626 265054121
B 2.596 10878 31541653

Fig. 6 Radiovisiographic images with marked two irregular regions A and B. Irregular region
B was drawn close to the implant, but it did not contain the elements of the implant.

Nobel Biocare implant was used — intraosseous, screw-type, made up of pure tita-
nium (99.75% titanium, 0.05% iron, 0.1% oxygen, 0.03% nitrogen, 0.05% carbon,
0.012% hydrogen). X-ray picture was obtained using a KODAK RVG 6100 set. Ra-
diovisiogram was done after 6 months after implantation. Table 2 summarizes the
results of fractal analysis of irregular region of interest (Fig. 6). When the irregular
ROI contain the boundary and fragment of the implant the value of fractal dimension
is low (D = 2.306).

5 Conclusions

Medical images are often complex, irregular and noisy. The diagnostic information
often lies in the texture. In the case of dental radiographic images the boundaries
of the analyzed structures change significantly the values of fractal dimension. It is
difficult to fit the entire regular region of interest within the examined organ with si-
multaneous inclusion of the relevant fragment avoiding the influence of boundaries
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and other kinds of unnecessary structures at the same time. Our method of assess-
ment of fractal dimension in irregular regions of interest solves these difficulties.
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